This paper examines and compares the two loading systems and their associated energy and basic stress fields in elastic crustal rock mass for the cause of tectonic earthquakes. The first loading system is an external loading system and associated with the conventional earthquake cause hypothesis of active fault elastic rebounding. The second is a combined loading system where the first external loading system is added with a dense gas loading in the interior of deep crustal rock faults/defects. It is associated with the methane gas hypothesis for the cause of tectonic earthquakes. Five elastic stresses in rock solids with some idealized faults and caverns are presented to illustrate the similarities and differences of the stress fields and the possible rupture failure modes in association of the two loading systems. The theoretical results can show that any changes in the local stress concentrations due the external loading alone can be reflected and noticed in the corresponding stresses at the far field. On the other hand, any changes in the local stress concentrations due to the internal gas loading cannot be observed and distinguished in the tectonic stress field at the far distance. These theoretical results can be used to well explain the consensus of earthquake unpredictability with present technology. The theoretical results can further show that the external tectonic loading alone can only cause shear ruptures in crustal fault rocks with high compressive stresses and such shear rupture or frictional failure is also difficult to occur because its shear plane has extremely high compressive normal stress. The combined loading can cause not only the shear ruptures but also tensile ruptures in crustal fault rocks and such shear and tensile ruptures are much easier to occur since its rupture plane can have very low compressive or even high tensile normal stress. It is argued that the earthquake energy is the volumetric expansion energy of dense gas mass escaped from the deep traps along crustal rock faults. The migration and expansion of the escaped dense gas mass in the crustal rock faults and defects cause the seismic body waves, the ground sounding, the seismic surface waves, the ground co-seismic ruptures and damages. Its rapid migration and expansion in thick water cause tsunamis in lakes and oceans. Its rapid migration and expansion in the atmosphere cause the sky to become cloudy. The dense methane gas is produced every day in the mantle and core of the Earth, migrates outward and accumulates and stores beneath the lower crustal rock in high compression. It forms a thin spherical layer of dense methane gas separating the cold crustal rocks and the hot mantle materials. Its leaking along deep faults or plate 2-34 boundaries causes earthquakes and supplies to shallow gas and oil reservoirs beneath secondary traps in adjacent basins of the upper crustal rock mass.
Introduction
Earthquakes occur every day. Damaging earthquakes occur every month and/or every year. Statistical data of earthquake events over many years have shown that each year, there are about 20 major earthquakes with magnitudes from M7.0 to M7.9 that can have serious damage results, 100 strong earthquakes with magnitude from M6.1 to M6.9 that can be potentially destructive and 31,000 earthquakes with magnitudes from M2.5 to M6.0 that can have minor to moderate damage to structures. In addition, there is one great earthquake with magnitude M≥8.0 that can make total destruction in every five years. In particular and for example, a total of 23 major earthquakes with magnitudes ≥M7.0, 86 strong earthquakes with magnitudes from M6.0 to M6.9, and 324 earthquakes with magnitudes from M5.0 to M5.9 happened in Mainland China within the 43 years from 1966 to 2008.
A mega-earthquake suddenly releases a large to extremely large amount of kinetic energy within a few tens to two hundreds seconds and over ten to hundreds kilometer distances in the Earth's crust and on ground surface. It also generates seismic waves that can be received globally and co-seismic ground damages such as co-seismic ruptures and landslides. For example, the 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake M8.0 released the radiated seismic strain energy of 6.3×10 16 to 8.8×10 17 Joule within 110 seconds, and caused 69,195 fatalities, 374,176 injured, 18,392 people listed as missing, as well as huge ground damages and building collapses over the Longmenshan (Dragon's Gate Mountain) fault zone of 300 km long and 50 km wide.
However, such vast, dramatic, rapid and devastating kinetic actions over large regions of the Earth's crustal rocks and the ground soils cannot be known or predicted by people at few years, few weeks, few days, few hours, and/or few minutes before they are happening.
Seismologists have developed and used seismometers to report the locations and magnitudes of earthquakes within minutes of their occurrences. But, they cannot predict next damaging earthquakes at present [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Therefore, damage earthquakes have caused and would continue to cause huge disasters, fatalities and injuries to our human beings, which is an urgent and challenging problem. This problem itself alone has demonstrated that it is necessary to reexamine the cause of tectonic earthquakes in addition to the conventional cause of active fault elastic rebounding hypothesis [6] [7] , since the sudden release of huge kinetic energy during a tremor must follow the laws of thermodynamics such as energy conservation and the three Newton's laws of motion.
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Furthermore, based on the results of earthquakes, it is evident that an earthquake is a mechanical process involving elastic deformation, plastic damage and brittle ruptures of crustal rocks and soils under external and/or internal loadings. Once again, we have to ask the following two most basic and important questions. What is the loading that can cause earthquakes (or tectonic earthquakes)? What is the earthquake energy that can suddenly release in the crustal rock mass causing ground damages and seismic waves over long distance?
To address the two questions, this paper examines and compares the two loading systems and their associated energy and basic stress fields in elastic crustal rock mass. One loading system is an external loading system that is associated with the conventional earthquake cause of active fault elastic rebounding hypothesis [6] [7] . The other loading system is an internal loading system that is associated with the gas hypothesis for the cause of tectonic earthquakes [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . 2 Two loading systems for cause of tectonic earthquakes
The external loading system for the Reid hypothesis
The conventional elastic rebound hypothesis for cause of earthquakes states that tectonic earthquakes are caused by sudden rupture of brittle and elastic rocks at interlocked zones along active deep geological faults in the Earth's crust when the applied stresses exceed their tensile and/or shear strengths. This hypothesis was developed by Professor H.F. Reid about 100 years ago after the investigation of the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake M7.8 on April 18, 1906 [6] [7] . As shown in Fig.1 , the San Andreas Fault passing through San Francisco region was experienced right-lateral strike-slip fault movement. The movement was caused by the slow displacement of the Pacific Plate toward the northwest with respect to the North American Plate. The ground rocks on both sides of the San Andreas Fault would gradually distort to deform the "S" shape as shown in Fig.1b . At the point of sudden rupture of the interlocked fault zone, the distortion would be released and the two parts along the fault would rebound back to have a permanent dislocation offer D, as shown in Fig.1c . Since then, many researchers have adopted the Reid hypothesis to investigate the details of the causes and mechanisms of actual earthquakes and to predict next damaging earthquakes. They have developed and used various theories and methods in continuum mechanics, solid mechanics, fracture mechanics and elastodynamics in their examinations of the global and regional stress fields and seismic waves in crustal rocks associated with earthquakes . Fig.2 The basic fracture mechanics model for the Reid hypothesis of the cause of tectonic earthquake due to external loading Based on these studies, the most basic mechanic model for the Reid hypothesis on the cause of tectonic earthquakes can be shown in Fig.2 . The elastic crustal rock has a fault or crack with frictional or free internal surface. It is subjected to external loading of both vertical gravity force and the lateral relative movements of tectonic plates. The loading stresses at the far field can be expressed as the maximum principal stress σ 1 (x,t), the intermediate principal
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stress σ 2 (x,t) (not shown in Fig.2 ), and the minimum principal stress σ 3 (x,t), where σ 1 (x,t) > σ 2 (x,t) > σ 3 (x,t) and the compression is positive). The shear stress state in Fig.1 is only the shear component of the general stress state in Fig.2 (also see Fig.5(a) ). These external loading stresses can change with both the time t and the locations x in the three dimensional space of the Earth. Under these external loadings, the crustal rock solids with fault or defects would experience deformation and distortion. Once the induced rock stresses are increased to be or greater than the rock tensile or shear strengths, the rock solids would occur some brittle ruptures or slips and their faults or defects would propagate, which would generate earthquakes associated with seismic waves and ground damages.
Fig.3 Active gas energy -passive rock faulting model for cause of tectonic earthquakes (the gas hypothesis)
The internal loading system for the gas hypothesis
The gas hypothesis for the cause of tectonic earthquakes has been proposed by the author in August 2008, after his active and persistent investigation of the Wenchuan Earthquake of May 12, 2008 [8-14] . Based on many earthquake-relevant natural phenomena that happened before, during and after the Wenchuan Earthquake, he had to propose a gas hypothesis to logically and consistently explain and interpret these phenomena. Some of these phenomena are listed as follows: 1) huge ground sounding were heard by local people earlier and then great ground motion felt by them a few second later; 2) the sky at epicenters suddenly became dust & dark during and immediately after the main shock; 3) the air temperatures at the epicenter areas were decreased quickly and substantially after ground shocking at 14:28 6-34 local time; 4) several hours after the main shock, the whole epicenter areas had heavy rainfalls from the evening of May 12 to the evening of May 14, 2008; 5) Many heavy and/or huge ground damage, ruptures and maintain rock avalanches were isolated and concentrated along the deep geological faults; 6) The co-seismic ground ruptures were found in soils and coal beds and were variable, irregular, short, and isolated along the geological faults, 7) no co-seismic ground ruptures were found in hard rocks. 8) there were substantial increases in the amount of natural gas volumes and their pressures in many gas fields in Sichuan basin and/or in front of Longmenshan before and more rapidly after the main shock; 9) land subsidence of vast areas on both sides of the Longmenshan fault had permanent horizontal displacements toward to the fault and permanent vertical settlements downward. Fig.4 The basic fracture mechanics model for the gas hypothesis of the cause of tectonic earthquakes due to both external & internal loading Accordingly, the sudden, rapid, dramatic and damaging earthquake process is an adiabatic process of the interaction between rapid upward expansion and migration of extremely highly compressed and dense natural (methane) gas and its surrounding crustal rocks and ground soils. The gas expansion and migration are confined and constrained by the inward gravity, the tectonic stresses and the rigidness and strengths of the crustal rocks. Because of the extremely high pressure drops in front of the moving gas mass, the gas migration speed in the fault zones can be several km/s. The interaction is instantaneous and flashing. It can be complete within few to tens and to hundreds seconds. The natural gas is produced in core and/or mantle and gradually accumulated in the traps below crustal fault rocks. It escapes from its traps in deep fault zones of the lower crustal rocks once its pressure induced stresses in the surrounding compressed trap rocks reaches their tensile or shear strength. The physical expansion power of the extremely highly compressed gas mass generates seismic waves and ground damages and displacements during its rapid migration process in the crustal rocks and soils.
Based on the studies, the most basic mechanic model for the gas hypothesis on the cause of tectonic earthquakes can be shown in Figs.3 and 4 . Both the external tectonic and gravity loadings and the crustal rock and fault conditions in Figs. 3 and 4 are exactly same as those given in Figs. 1 and 2 for the Reid hypothesis. The only difference is the presence of the internal loading from the compressed gas mass in the fault or crack or defect for the gas hypothesis in Figs. 3 and 4. The gas mass has the pressure p gas (x,t) and a total mass m gas (x,t) that are variable with time and locations. This compressed gas mass is absent in the Reid hypothesis.
In this gas model, the external loadings σ 1 (x,t), σ 2 (x,t) and σ 3 (x,t) provide the confining and constraint and compressive stresses to the tensile stresses generated in the crustal rocks and faults by the internal gas pressure p gas (x,t) and mass m gas (x,t). Under the both external and internal loadings, the crustal rock solids with fault or defects would experience deformation and distortion. Once the combined rock stresses are increased to be or greater than the rock tensile or shear strengths, the rock solids would occur some brittle ruptures or slips, their faults or defects would propagate, and part of the compressed gas mass would migrate and expand into the opening spaces, which would generate earthquakes associated with seismic waves and ground damages. 
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Rock with inclined fault under biaxial compression and/or internal pressure
The external loading σ 1 (x,t) and σ 3 (x,t) at the far distance to the inclined fault in Figs.2 and 4 can be re-arranged as those shown in Fig.5 according to the fault surface inclination angle α to the σ 1 (x,t) direction. Accordingly, the external normal stress σ α (x,t) and shear stress τ α (x,t) loading on the plane at far distance and parallel to the inclined fault surface in the solid rock can be expressed as follows.
Fig.6 Typical photoelastic isochromatic pattern in a glass plate containing an elliptical crack for the plate subjected to the uniaxial compression (after [40] )
If both the external loading σ 1 (x,t) and σ 3 (x,t) are compressive, the external normal stress loading σ α (x,t) would be compressive too. The fault would be compressed and would not have any crack propagations of the opening fracture mode I. The fault may experience shear failure if one of the three crack failure criteria is reached.
2) Griffith shear crack criterion
3) Griffith-Mohr fracture initiation criterion
where c(x,t), φ(x,t), K II (x,t) and σ t (x,t) are the internal cohesion, internal frictional angle, fracture toughness, and uniaxial tensile strength of the fault surface or its surrounding rocks, respectively. They are also variable with time and locations. The above equations (1) to (5) are applicable to the loading system associated with the Reid hypothesis. Fig. 6 shows a typical photoelastic isochromatic pattern given by Hoek and Bieniawski [40] for a glass plate with an inclined crack subjected to the uniaxial compression. More detailed analysis on the brittle rock fracture can be found in their paper.
For the loading system associated with the gas hypothesis, the equation (1) may be changed to
If both σ 1 (x,t) and σ 3 (x,t) are still compressive, the σ α (x,t) would be either compressive or tensile. Furthermore, if σ α (x,t) is compressive, the fault would not have any crack propagations of the opening fracture mode I. The fault may experience shear failure if one of the three criteria in equations (3) to (5) is reached. The gas would also escape and migrate into the new crack opening.
Furthermore, if σ α (x,t) is tensile, the fault would have crack propagations in the forms of the opening fracture mode I and the shear failure mode. The following failure criteria may be applicable.
Rock with Griffith fault under external tension and internal pressure
The simplest example of the loading system shown in Figs.2, 4 and 5 is illustrated in Fig.7 , where a Griffith crack in an elastic rock subject to either an uniaxial tension σ 0 for the Reid hypothesis ( Fig.7a ) or an internal uniform pressure p 0 for the gas hypothesis (Fig.7b ). For the 10-34 uniform and uniaxial tension loading σ 0 at far distance and perpendicular to the fault, the stresses in the elastic rock under the plane strain condition are given by (13) Particularly, the stresses along the Griffith fault (y = 0) can be simplified as follows. The stress solution expressions for the stresses given in equations (11) to (16) are the same as those given in (17) to (21), except the normal stress σ yy (x,y) in (18) or (20) has a reduction of the uniform applied pressure to (12) or (15), respectively [41] [42] . As the distance to the crack 12-34 tip increases, the stresses in equations (11), (13), (14), (16) to (21) would decrease to zero following the inverse proportion to the distance square, while the normal stress in equations (12) and (15) would reduce to the applied uniaxial tensile stress. Fig. 8 shows the monotonic stress reductions with respect to the increase of the radial distance r 1 /a, where θ 1 = π/4. It can be observed that the presence of the crack only affects the local stress values near the crack tip. As the radial distance r 1 /a approach to 1.0, the stresses become the uniform uniaxial tensile stress field (Fig. 8a) or the zero stress field (Fig. 8b) . Fig.9 A Griffith crack in an elastic rock subject to either (a) an uniaxial compression σ 0 for the Reid hypothesis or (b) both uniaxial compression σ 0 and internal uniform pressure p 0 for the gas hypothesis
Rock with Griffith fault under external compression and internal pressure
The second simplest example of the loading system shown in Figs. 2, 4 and 5 is illustrated in Fig.9 , where a Griffith crack in an elastic rock subject to either an uniaxial compression σ 0 for the Reid hypothesis (Fig.9a ) or both uniaxial compression σ 0 and internal uniform pressure p 0 for the gas hypothesis (Fig.9b ). For the uniform and uniaxial compression loading σ 0 at far distance and perpendicular to the fault, the stresses in the elastic rock under the plane strain condition are given by 
For both the uniaxial compression σ 0 at the far boundaries and the uniform pressure loading p 0 in the interior of the fault, the stresses in the elastic rock under the plane strain condition can be expressed in the following equations with the linear superposition principle.
Furthermore, under the uniaxial compression σ 0 , the Griffth fault crack has to be closed and compacted if the uniaxial compression σ 0 is greater than the internal uniform gas pressure p 0 . In other words, the internal gas pressure p 0 has to be equal to σ 0 at its lowest equilibrium condition. Accordingly, the following condition can be reached if the gas can increase its pressure via some geological and/or geophysical mechanism [14] : 0
Therefore, we have the following stress field.
The stress field in equations (22) to (24) shows that the rock solid with the crack would not be able to experience the opening mode of rupture. However, the stress field in equations (25) to (31) shows the rock solid with the crack would be able to experience the opening mode of rupture as long as the internal gas pressure p 0 within the crack can increase or the surrounding compression σ 0 can reduce with time. The local stress concentrations at the crack tip are proportional to the difference between the internal gas pressure p 0 and the uniaxial compression σ 0 at the far field. They decrease quickly to the uniaxial compression stress state (22) to (24) as the radial distance to the crack tip increases to more than the half of the crack length.
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Rock solid with circular cylindrical hole subjected to the two loadings
The third simplest example of the loading system shown in Figs. 2, 4 and 5 is illustrated in Fig.10 , where a circular cylindrical hole in an elastic rock subject to either a uniform compression σ s at far distance to the hole for the Reid hypothesis (Fig.10a) or both uniform compression σ s and internal uniform pressure p gas for the gas hypothesis (Fig.10b) . For the uniform compression loading σ s at far distance and perpendicular to the circular cylindrical hole, the stresses in the elastic rock under the plane strain condition are given by (see [43] ) 
For both the uniform compression loading σ s at far distance and perpendicular to the circular cylindrical hole and the internal gas pressure p gas , the stresses in the elastic rock under the plane strain condition are given by 15-34 (32) to (36) with those (37) to (41), it is evident that the equations (37) to (41) have linearly added the additional stresses from the loading of the internal gas pressure p gas . Fig. 11 shows the stress concentrations in the rock solid near the circular cylindrical hole. The two normal stresses σ rr and σ θθ for the external compression loading quickly reduce to the applied stress σ s and the associated shear stress quickly reduces to zero as the radial distance increases (Fig. 11a) . All the stresses for the internal gas pressure loading quickly reduce to zero as the radial distance increases (Fig.11b) . The effect of the hole to the stress field is limited to the region within 3 to 4 times of the cylindrical hole radius a.
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Fig . 12 shows the linear increases of the stress concentrations at the interior surface of a circular cylindrical hole in an elastic rock subjected to both the external uniform compression pressure σ s and the internal gas pressure p gas with respect to the ratio p gas /σ s. It is evident that the hoop normal stress σ θθ would become tensile (negative value) after p gas /σ s ≥ 2. Therefore, the following tensile or shear failure criteria may be adopted for local crack at the cylindrical hole. Fig.10 , where a spherical hole in an elastic rock subject to either a uniform compression σ s at far distance to the hole for the Reid hypothesis (Fig.10a) or both uniform compression σ s and internal uniform pressure p gas for the gas hypothesis (Fig.10b) . For the uniform compression loading σ s at far distance, the non-zero stresses in the elastic rock are given by 
For both the uniform compression loading σ s and the internal gas pressure p gas , the non-zero stresses in the elastic rock are given by (44) to (46) with those (47) to (49), it is evident that the equations (47) to (49) have linearly added the additional stresses from the loading of the internal gas pressure p gas . Fig. 13 shows the stress concentrations in the rock solid near the spherical hole.
The two normal stresses σ rr and σ θθ for the external compression loading quickly reduce to the applied stress σ s and the associated shear stress quickly reduces to zero as the radial distance increases (Fig. 13a) . All the stresses for the internal gas pressure loading quickly reduce to zero as the radial distance increases (Fig.13b) . The effect of the hole to the stress field is limited to the region within 2 to 3 times of the spherical hole radius a. Fig.13 Stress concentrations around a spherical hole in an elastic rock subject to (a) the uniform external compression σ s and (b) the uniform internal pressure p gas [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] Fig. 14 shows the linear increases of the stress concentrations at the interior surface of a spherical hole in an elastic rock subjected to both the external uniform compression pressure σ s and the internal gas pressure p gas with respect to the ratio p gas /σ s. It is evident that the hoop normal stress σ θθ would become tensile (negative value) after p gas /σ s ≥ 3. Therefore, the following tensile or shear failure criteria may be adopted for local crack at the spherical hole. 
Fig.14 Stress concentrations at the interior surface of a spherical hole in an elastic rock subjected to both the external uniform compression pressure σ s and the internal gas pressure p gas with respect to the ratio p gas /σ s
Governing equations of idealized gas for the internal gas loading
Due to its rapid process of completion, an earthquake (or a tremor/shock) is an adiabatic process. Therefore, the migration and expansion of the compressed gas in the trap, cavern, fault and other rock discontinuities must also be an adiabatic process and follows the wellestablished governing equations of the idealized gas. Furthermore, during the adiabatic process of gas migration and expansion from the original location to the new location along the fault in the upper and lateral rocks, the work ) , , , ( t z y x W gas done by the compressed gas to the surrounding fault rocks can be expressed as follows,
gas gas gas gas gas ( 
55)
The rapid migration and expansion of the train of a highly compressed gas mass in the fault zone would apply a moving dynamic load to the surrounding rocks. Such a moving dynamic loading in the interior of solid crustal rocks would form an initial-boundary value problem. The governing equations of elasto-dynamics, elasto-plastic dynamics and/or elasto-fracture dynamics can be used to solve the interactive responses of both the expanding and migrating of the compressed gas and the fracturing, lifting, moving and deforming (wave propagations) of the surrounding rock and soil solids. Specific results for the interactive responses will be reported in future publications.
Analyses and discussions
Earthquake prediction and precursors
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The Reid hypothesis has been used as the foundation for earthquake prediction. The stress distributions in crustal rocks due to tectonic plate relative movement loadings have to following the prediction of the theories of elasticity, plasticity and fracture mechanics. Some of these elastic stress distributions are presented in the equations (1) to (5), (11) to 16), (22) to (24) , (32) to (36) and (44) to (46). They evidently show that the local stress concentrations at the near field of faults, defects and caverns are well linked with the stress performance at the far field. In other word, although the focal depths of damaging earthquakes are of 10 km to 30 km below the ground surface, the elastic stress concentration and change at the near focal depth field should be reflected in the elastic stress at the far field such as the ground surface. However, such theoretical concept has encountered many failures when it is used for the prediction of next damaging earthquakes. The precursors that have developed and used according to this theoretical concept are not able to predict the next damaging earthquakes.
On the other hand, the stress distributions in crustal rocks due to the internal gas pressure loading also follow the theories of elasticity, plasticity and fracture mechanics. These elastic stress distributions presented in the equations (6) to (7), (17) to (21), (25) to (31), (37) to (43), and (47) to (51) clearly demonstrate that the local stress concentrations at the near field of faults, defects and caverns vanish or disappear quickly as the distance increasing. In other words, the local stress concentrations and build-up due to the internal gas pressure are delinked and decoupled with those tectonic stresses at the far field or ground surface. Therefore, the measurements at the ground surface cannot see or distinguish the change and build-up of the local stress concentrations induced by the internal gas pressure and mass at the deep ground. Therefore, earthquakes often suddenly occur without noticeable warnings. It is noted that this gas hypothesis and its associated precursors have not been used and developed for prediction of next damaging earthquakes so far. The author trusts that noticeable warnings and precursors are available if this gas hypothesis is adopted. The abnormal of methane gas in shallow ground with time and space can be a primary precursor for early prediction of next damage earthquakes [44] .
Rupture initiation at deep crustal rock
It is clear that the tectonic stress state at the focal depth is a compressive state with three principal stresses of same or different values. The intermediate principal stress σ 2 is usually equal or similar to the vertical overburden stress due to gravity (ie., γ rock gh, γ rock is rock density, g is the gravitational acceleration, h is depth to ground surface). Since rock can have high compressive strength, therefore, the rupture initiation of the crustal rocks at the focus is mainly due to shear failure according to the Reid hypothesis. The shear failure criteria in equations (3) to (5) may be applicable to such failure mode. However, it is definitely not easy for the crustal rocks to initiate and propagate such rapid shear rupture because of extremely high compressive normal stress acting on the shear plane. Furthermore, since the compressive tectonic stress state is present globally in the crustal rocks and the crustal rocks have many defects such as faults and beddings, such shear ruptures with sudden releases of huge [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] amounts of rock elastic stress-strain energy would occur at many places if it could occur at one location.
On the other hand, the gas hypothesis can offer additional local stresses to the compressive global tectonic stress field. The additional local stresses can be in tension and can have high values to balance the compressive global tectonic stresses. Therefore, the combined stresses can be in tension. Consequently, tensile or shear ruptures and/or the rock fractures of the opening mode and shear ruptures of the in-plane and out-of-plane shear can be made possible along the rock discontinuities if they contain highly compressed natural gas mass. These discontinuities include faults, beddings, joints, foliations, fissures, contact zones, caverns and/or apertures. The shear and tensile rupture criteria in equations (7) to (10), (42) to (43) and (50) to (51) can be applicable and can be reached easily because the normal stress acting on the tensile/shear rupture plane can be small in compression or high in tension. The external uniform compressive stress σ 0 or σ s in equations (22) to (51) Since the crustal rock materials have relatively lower values of tensile strength and fracture toughness, the internal dense gas pressure p 0 and/or p gas can have the following limits for initiation of tensile or shear ruptures in various rock defects from Griffith cracks to complete spherical caverns. 
Earthquake energy and its release
At any point in a rock solid with the elastic principal stresses σ 1 (x,t), σ 2 (x,t) and σ 3 (x,t) and the elastic modulus E, the elastic stress-strain energy intensity total W can be expressed as follows. 
According to the Reid hypothesis, an earthquake releases a portion of the total elastic stressstrain energy that is previously and gradually stored in the rock materials along a fault. Therefore, the released earthquake may be expressed as (58) and (59) in association with the elastic tectonic rock stresses before and after an earthquake respectively. For a positive
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energy release, an earthquake must cause some definite reductions in the existing tectonic stresses of the crustal rocks (or stress drops ∆σ).
Because of difficulty in determining the tectonic stress distribution before and after an earthquake, the following equations have been used to estimate the crustal rock energy released by an earthquake [30] in modern seismology.
where M 0, the scalar seismic moment with the unit Nm (or Joule), is a measure of the irreversible inelastic deformation in the rupture area. µ is the rigidity or shear modulus of the rock mass (GPa). D is the average final displacement after the rupture (m), is related to the stress drop ∆σ. A is the surface area of the rupture (m 2 ).
However, according to the elastic stresses due to the external loading in equations (11) to (16), (22) to (24), (32) to (36) and (44) to (49), the stress concentrations due to local defects are local and can be reduced to the global tectonic stresses at some short distance. In addition, the crustal rocks have many defects at different locations. The external global loading can cause many local stress concentrations and possible cracks. It can produce many similar local stress concentrations over large areas. If brittle rupture failure occurred at one rock defect, it would be able to occur at many other rock defects with similar stress centration conditions. Hence, the relative series of the earthquake occurrences at a tectonic plate region such as Northern China could be regulated and predicted using methods of applied mechanics [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Such effort has not yet resolved the problem of earthquake prediction.
On the other hand, according to the Griffith fracture mechanics, the gas expansion work in the interior of the fault rocks to cause the brittle fracture and crack propagation is relatively very small. Therefore, a large portion of the gas work can be used to overcome the rock gravity potential energy and to apply to the rock movement, deformation and vibration that produce the four types of seismic waves in the rocks to the far fields. The gas rapid expansion can absorb heat from the surrounding rocks and soils so that the earthquake process is a cooling process immediately after the time of the initial rock fracture. The total work total gas W that the compressed gas can apply to the surrounding rocks and soils can be estimated with the following equation where the gas pressure is reduced to the standard atmospheric pressure at the ground level.
gas c atmoshperi gas gas gas total gas (62) It can be argued that the total released earthquake energy is equal to the total volumetric expansion energy of the compressed gas mass escaped from its trap in the deep fault ground. The volumetric expansion energy increases proportionally with the increases in the initial dense gas pressure and escaped dense gas volume. According to equations (6) to (10) , (25) to (31) , (42), (43), (50), (51), (56) and (57), it is evident that the dense gas pressure for breaking and rupturing crustal rocks is controlled by the compressive crustal stress. A larger [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] compressive crustal stress would have a larger dense gas pressure to break and rupture the crustal rocks and subsequently a larger earthquake. A smaller compressive crustal stress would have a smaller dense gas pressure to break and rupture the crustal rocks and subsequently a smaller earthquake. Fig. 15 Relationship between earthquake magnitude (Ms) and its causing dense gas volume estimated with the equal assumption of gas expansion energy and earthquake energy [13] . Accordingly, the radiated seismic strain energy calculated from the recorded seismic waves can be equal to or slightly less than the total gas expansion energy. Then, the earthquake magnitude (M s ) from seismographs [30] can be used to estimate the volume of the escaped dense gas mass with the trap pressure (62). The results are given in Fig. 15 . Accordingly, it is estimated that the escaped dense gas mass of volume about 40 km 3 
Changes of tectonic stresses and escaped gas pressure with crustal depth
In general, the global tectonic stresses increase linearly as the crustal depth increases or decrease linearly as the crustal depth decreases, as shown in Fig. 16 . On the other hand, it is assumed that the dense (methane) gas is trapped below deep rock fault of 10 km to 30 km below the ground surface and has a high pressure of several hundred MPa. Once the dense gas fractures the trap weak rocks, part of the dense gas mass would quickly escape the trap and forcefully fly upward and laterally along fault weak zones. Simultaneously, the gas pressure would reduce and its volume would increase according to the confinements &
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pressures of the flow channel surrounding rocks. According to equations (52) to (55), the pressure, volume and temperature of the escaped gas mass have the relationships governed by the equations (52) to (53). Fig. 16 also shows a possible pressure reduction of the escaped dense gas mass as its depth to the ground surface decreases, where the dense gas is originally trapped at 14 km below the ground surface and has a pressure 300 MPa. Fig. 16 Possible changes of in-situ tectonic stresses and the escaped gas pressure with its decreasing in depth
It is evident that the depth reductions of the tectonic stresses and the escaped gas pressure have different patterns. The volumetric expansion and enlargement of the escaped dense gas mass are confined and constrained by the crustal rock mass and its compressive tectonic stresses. They increase slowly during the initial period of time as the escaped gas mass rapidly migrates and become large during the later stage as the escaped gas mass migrates to shallow depth, as shown in Fig. 17 . Correspondingly, the pressure reduction of the escaped gas mass during its initial rapid upward and lateral migration and flow would also be slow and can be much slower than the linear reductions of the tectonic stresses σ 1 (x,t), σ 2 (x,t) and σ 3 (x,t) with their depth, as shown in Fig. 16 . Consequently, the pressure p gas (x, y, z, t) of the escaped gas mass can become larger and larger than its surrounding tectonic stresses σ s , σ 1 (x,t), σ 2 (x,t) and σ 3 (x,t) as it rapidly migrates upward.
Fig. 17 Possible change for volumetric expansion ratio of escaped gas mass with its decreasing in depth
Using the rupture criteria in equation (57), the fast upward and lateral migration of the escaped gas mass would become more and more powerful in expanding and shearing the crustal rock mass to rupture and deform. In the meantime, the escaped gas mass can expand substantially so that much large ground areas at shallow depth can be affected or damaged by the expanding power of the escaped dense gas mass. The volumetric expansion of the escaped dense gas can reach to huge volume of several hundred to several thousand times than its original volume (Fig. 17) . Furthermore, the temperature of the escaped gas mass can be dropped substantially, which can cool the nearby crustal rocks and crack tips. Such reduction of the crack tip rock temperature can make the rock at front of the crack tip more brittle, which reduces the rock toughness and makes crack initiation and propagation easier. On the other hand, the drop in the surrounding rock temperature can increase the rock modulus and compressive strength, which can result in concentrations of the escaped dense gas migration and flow along some main fault channels in the deep ground.
This interaction between the rapid migration and expansion of the escaped dense gas and its crustal rock mass generates the elastic seismic waves. At the deeper depth immediately above the escaping focus, the migration and expansion of the escaped dense gas mass is highly controlled by the crustal rocks with higher compressive tectonic stresses, which generates the 26-34 body waves (P-and S-waves) including the ground sounds. As its depth decreases, the escaped dense gas mass becomes more and more powerful and actually controls the ruptures and deformation of the crustal rock mass with smaller compressive tectonic stresses, which generates the surface waves (Love and Rayleigh waves). The ratio of the pressure of the escaped dense gas mass at the depth z over the vertical rock overburden gravity stress at the same depth z can be increased from the less than 1.0 value at the original depth to several hundreds, as shown in Fig. 18 . Consequently, the wave amplitudes of the seismic surface waves decay strongly as the depth to the ground surface increases. Fig. 18 Change of the ratio of the escaped gas mass pressure over the vertical rock overburden stress with its decreasing in depth
The escaped dense gas mass would lose its power in causing the ground deformation, ruptures, and vibrations and waves once it emits into the sky or enters into voids and caverns (reservoirs) where its volume and pressure are well balanced by the surrounding rock mass and its tectonic stresses. At this moment, the ground tremor vanishes quickly. Because of extremely high migration and flow speeds, the escaped dense gas mass would quickly flow and expand into the very high sky. It would cause sudden substantial changes in the atmosphere. It would result in the sudden drops of the air temperature at the epicenter and some convective flows in the atmosphere. Subsequently, the sky would change its color and become cloudy. Heavy rainfall or snow would occur several hours after the earthquake occurrence. On the other hand, if the escaped dense gas mass flows and migrates into thick waters in lakes or oceans, its rapid migration and expansion power can cause the entire water to move and flow (i.e., tsunamis). Fig. 19 A thin spherical dense methane gas layer exists as the gap mass between the crust and the mantle, the dense gas mass is produced in the mantle and core and migrates outward to the bottom of the lower crust rock in high compression (modified after [14] )
Origin, primary and secondary traps, and leaking zones of the dense methane gas
For many years, release of pressurized gas that was observed before, during and/or after an earthquake has been recognized as an outcome, instead of the cause, of the earthquake. Consequently, many people have overlooked the possibility of dense gas cause of earthquakes. This possibility has not been investigated well. It is shown in the above that the combined loading of internal dense gas and external tectonic stress is highly and easily possible to cause earthquake. On the other hand, our human beings still do not know much [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] about the interior of the Earth. The huge mass of high temperature and high pressure forming the mantle and core of the Earth can have the ability to generate large amount of methane gas every day. The methane gas generated in the mantle and core has to migrate and flow upward and accumulate beneath and in the lower crust according to the second law of thermodynamics, where the lower crustal rock in high compression forms the primary spherical trap (see Fig. 19 ) [14] . The spherical dense gas layer is an ideal foundation to flexibly support, uplift and float the spherical crustal rocks. So, the crustal rocks can be stable and integrity over vast areas to form huge plates and basins and can have relative hoop movement and drifts. It is also an ideal insulation layer to prevent the crust rock from melting by the hot mantle materials and also to prevent the heat of the mantle/cores from leaking into the crust rocks and the atmosphere. As a result, the mantle/cores can keep their hot temperatures and the crust can keep their solid rocks for millions to billions years. It is estimated that the thin gas layer can have the thickness variable from several hundred meters beneath oceanic crust to a few kilometers beneath mountainous plateau continental crust. Its density is from 1000 kg/m 3 to 2000 kg/m 3 . Accordingly, the dense methane gas mass forming the thin spherical layer can be 10 to 240 times of the air mass (5.148×10 18 kg) forming the atmosphere (Fig. 20) . Fig. 20 Ratio of the dense methane gas mass forming the thin spherical layer over the air mass forming the atmosphere with the thin gas layer thickness and density.
Hence, there are enough mantle/core dense gas masses to cause earthquakes frequently and huge earthquakes periodically. In particular, the boundaries of tectonic plates consist of deep faults and unconformity contacts of rock masses, where localized and irregular gaps, weak zones, and apertures can be present between the two contacted plate rock masses.
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Accordingly, the mantle/core dense gas would like to further migrate and flow into and accumulate and store in these gaps, weak zones and apertures. With time, more and more dense gas masses would accumulate and store at the plate boundaries and build up their pressure and expanding power in their traps along the plate boundaries. Once the internal dense gas pressure reaches the critical value, it would rupture the fault rocks at the boundaries, and a certain amount of the dense gas mass would escape its traps, which would cause an earthquake. This can be used to explain the facts that most earthquakes occur at the boundaries of tectonic plates and earthquakes can re-occur every few years. Accordingly, the tectonic plate boundaries are the weak belts for leaking dense mantle/core methane gas from the primary spherical crust rock trap. Part of the dense gas leaked and escaped from the deep boundary traps would further migrate and flow into either the secondary traps in upper crust rock masses to form gas/oil reservoirs. The other part would emit into the sky.
Consequently, the sedimentary rock basins in the upper crust adjacent to the tectonic plate boundaries can become the giant gas and oil fields. 
Concluding remarks
The conventional hypothesis for the cause of tectonic earthquakes is the active fault elastic rebounding hypothesis proposed by Professor H.F. Reid after his investigation of the 1906 California Earthquake [6] [7] and has been widely accepted and used for earthquake prediction since the establishment of the plate tectonic theory in 1950s to 1960s [30] . Based on this Reid hypothesis, the earthquake mechanism can be modeled with the external loading system, where the crustal rocks with interlocked fault crack is subjected to the external loading of relative tectonic plate movements and gravity. The current consensus in seismology and earth science communities that earthquake is unpredictable with present technology, however, may have demonstrated that this conventional hypothesis needs to be revisited and refined.
Therefore, the author has put forward a dense methane gas hypothesis for the cause of tectonic earthquakes since his active and intensive investigation of the 2008 Wenchuan
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Earthquake from May to August 2008. This dense gas hypothesis is a refinement of the Reid hypothesis because it adds a dense gas mass in the deep crustal rock faults. Because of its high pressure, the dense gas mass in the interior of the deep crustal rock faults can generate a secondary and local stress and strain field in addition to the tectonic stress and strain field generated by the external loading of relative tectonic plate movements. Because of some geological, geophysical and geochemical reasons, the gas mass in the interior of the deep crustal rock faults can increase its pressure and/or mass [14] . The local stress concentrations due to ever increasing dense gas mass pressure can become high and high. The tectonic stress and strain field provides confinements and constraints to the change of the dense gas mass in the interior of deep crustal rock faults or defects. Eventually, the dense gas mass can cause the deep crustal fault rocks to rupture in the forms of opening and shearing modes. Subsequently, a part of the dense gas mass can escape its trap and rapidly flow and migrate via the fault channels upward and laterally. The expanding power of the escaped gas mass further causes seismic waves and ground damages.
Five elastic stresses in elastic solids with some idealized faults and caverns are presented to illustrate the similarities and differences of the stress fields and the possible rupture failure modes in association of the external tectonic plate loading alone and the combined loading of external tectonic plate loading and the internal dense gas mass loading. The results have shown that any changes in the local stress concentrations due the external loading alone can be reflected and noticed in the corresponding stresses at the far field. On the other hand, any changes in the local stress concentrations due to the internal gas loading cannot be observed and distinguished in the tectonic stress field at the far distance. These theoretical results can be used to well explain the consensus of earthquake unpredictability with present technology.
Furthermore, the results have shown that the external tectonic loading alone can only cause shear ruptures in crustal fault rocks with high compressive stresses and such shear rupture or frictional failure is also difficult to occur because its shear plane has extremely high compressive normal stress. The combined loading can cause not only the shear ruptures but also tensile ruptures in crustal fault rocks and such shear and tensile ruptures are much easier to occur since its rupture plane can have very low compressive or even high tensile normal stress. A larger compressive crustal stress on the deep faults would need a higher dense gas pressure to break and rupture the crustal fault rocks again and subsequently a larger earthquake, and vise visa.
These theoretical results in applied mechanics and the governing laws of idealized dense gas are further used to examine and explain the rupture initiation of earthquakes, the ground shocking process, and the earthquake energy. It is argued that the earthquake energy is the volumetric expansion energy of dense gas mass escaped from the deep traps along crustal rock faults. The migration and expansion of the escaped dense gas mass in the crustal rock faults and defects cause the seismic body waves, the ground sounding, the seismic surface waves, the ground co-seismic ruptures and damages. Its rapid migration and expansion in [31] [32] [33] [34] thick water cause tsunamis in lakes and oceans. Its rapid migration and expansion in the atmosphere cause the sky to become cloudy and the temperature to drop down.
If this gas cause hypothesis of earthquakes is correct, the gas and oil mass in the 877 giants and other unknown reservoirs are re-chargeable and re-fillable. In other words, the methane gas and its chemical changes in the upper crust rock masses are deeply originated and constantly produced in the mantle and core of the Earth. They are migrated from the primary storage trap of the thin spherical dense gas layer separating the mantle and crust, and then stored in the secondary traps at upper crustal rock mass.
